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these differences exactly, yet a student of human nature
unmistakably feels them.
The greatest experiment in the transplantation of a race
in modern times is the colonization of the North American
continent by a predominantly Germanic population. Since
the climatic and geological conditions vary very widely, we
should expect all sorts of variations of the original racial
type. The mixture with Indian blood is so slight as to play
no part. American anthropological investigation has now
demonstrated that, even in the second generation of
immigrants anatomical changes have begun, chiefly in the
measurements of the skull. The Yankee type is formed, and
is so similar to the Indian type, that on my first visit to the
Middle West, while watching a stream of many hundred
workers coming out of a factory, I remarked to the American
physician who was with me that I should never have thought
there was such a high percentage of Indian blood. My com-
panion laughed, and said he was willing to wager that in all
these hundreds of men" there would not be found a drop of
Indian blood. That was many years ago when I had no notion
of the mysterious Indianization of the American people. I
recognized this secret only through treating many Americans
analytically. In comparison with Europeans extraordinary-
differences were revealed.
I was also struck by the great influence of the negro, a
psychological influence, of course, not due to the mixing of
. blood. The emotional way in which an American expresses
himself—especially in the way he laughs—can be studied
very well in the society-gossip items in the American news-
papers ; the inimitable Rooseveltian laugh you can find in
its primordial form in the American Negro. The peculiar
walk with the relatively loose ankle-joints or the swinging
hips so frequently observed in Americans; this comes from
the negro. American music draws its main inspiration from
the negro ; the dance is a negro dance. The expressions of
religious feelings, the revival meetings, the Holy Rollers, and

